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h i g h l i g h t s
• We proposed a statistical model for the growth of gels.
• The resulting network is either random or scale-free depending on the growth parameters.
• Effects of a reacting limited process are incorporated via a dissociation probability.
• Low dissociation probabilities tend to form scale-free networks.
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a b s t r a c t
The formation of the gel structure of a finite set of inorganic particles interacting via long
range potentials is studied via Monte Carlo simulations for different conditions of temper-
ature and concentration. We found that there are certain specific conditions wherein gela-
tion can occur. Moreover, the integrated network of connected particles is investigated. A
divergence of an order parameter was observed and indicates the transition from random
Erdös–Rényi to scale-free networks. The effects of a reaction limited process are also in-
vestigated and indicate that the dissociation of particles favors the formation of random
networks.
© 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Aerogels can be understood as solid reticulated foams composed of interconnected nanoparticles. Thesematerials have at
least 50% of open mesoporosity. Due to structural characteristics, aerogels display extreme low values of density, refraction
index, thermal conductivity, sound velocity and dielectric constant. On the other hand, their interconnected nanoparticle
structure produces extremely high specific surface areas. These properties make aerogels very attractive for applications
ranging from energy storage to space exploration [1,2]. Some of its properties such as the low density are easily explained by
their high porosity,whereas other properties, such as the low thermal conductivity, require amore sophisticated analysis [3].
For instance, we have proposed a model based on a fractal geometry to show how localization may appear in aerogels [4].
Dynamics of gelation is explained by percolationmodels and theories such as Flory–Stockmayer [5,6]. Attempts tomodel
the microstructures of aerogels have used void expansion methods (VEM) [7], diffusion-limited aggregation (DLA) [8] and
Gaussian random fieldmethods (GRF) [9]. There is no consensus onwhich simulation strategy is themost adequate tomodel
aerogels. For instance, it is not possible to tune the porosity of thematerial with standard DLA or GRF. Moreover, some argue
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Fig. 1. Typical structures obtained with configuration states (dissociation probability, temperature, initial concentration): (a) (95%, 20, 7%), (b) (95%, 10,
5%), (c) (10%, 10, 5%) and (d) (95%, 5, 65%).
that the fractal scaling produced by DLA cannot be observed experimentally. On the other hand GRF and VEM do not seem
to model the physics of gel formation adequately.
Herewe propose a kineticmodel for the gel growth based on the aggregation of clusters of particles that overcomesmany
of these problems. This model is based on a Monte Carlo strategy [10], and further enhanced to account for the integrated
network formed by its interconnected particles.
2. Model
The sol–gel is a process wherein precursors are primarily converted into a colloidal solution of particles called sol. This
particles later aggregate to form an integrated network called gel in a process known as gelation.
In our strategy, we start with an initial collection of sol particles that are free to roam in a solvent medium and interact
with each other via a central potential:
V (r) =
−1/r, r ≥ 1
∞, r = 0. (1)
This is one of the differences between this model and Baxter’s model [11] wherein the attractive potential of a fluid of sticky
hard spheres is considered to be an infinitely deep and narrow square well.
The medium is modeled as a three-dimensional unbounded Euclidean space that is discretized as a simple cubic (SC)
lattice.
We modified the standard Monte Carlo (MC) Metropolis–Hastings algorithm so that a few conditions are imposed. All
particles are considered to have a finite dissociation probability in our system. A randomly chosen particle can either:
(i) aggregate to some preexisting cluster or another free particle; or (ii) dissociate from its parent cluster. Clusters will
then be formed as the result of a process of aggregation, dissociation and diffusion. The latter allows clusters and particles
to freely wander translationally throughout the solvent aggregating and forming larger structures in a process similar to a
diffusion-limited cluster–cluster aggregation (DLCCA) [12,13]. Thus, as the systemmoves to states of lower energy, the total
number of particles and clusters tends to decrease until there is ideally a single cluster left—a gel. This is not always the case
as there are many factors that hinder the aggregation process and one usually ends with many elements in the solution.
In order to achieve a faster convergence, we make the diffusion velocity proportional to the acceptance/rejection ratio.
Wemonitor this ratio and fix an upper threshold. Once the system oversteps this point, its component velocity is allowed to
decrease. Similarly, the algorithm is forced to increase its component velocity, every time a specific lower rejection threshold
is reached.
All simulationswere computedwith 15,000MC steps for thermalization, 32MC steps for sampling and at least 500 initial
particles. In all cases the temperature has arbitrary units and the initial concentration is calculated as the ratio between the
number of particles and the number of lattice points.
Fig. 1 shows typical structures obtained with this model for different configurations.
3. Results
This dynamics of aggregation can be treated analyzing the total number of elements left after a short period∆. This should
correspond to all elements that did not aggregate into clusters added to the new formed clusters. Considering an average
period τ elapsed between two aggregation events, we can conclude that the probability that an aggregation occurredwithin
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Fig. 2. The number of remaining elements normalized by the total number of initial elements (n∞/n0) as a function of temperature and initial
concentration.
∆ is ∆/τ . Moreover, a number r of new clusters will emerge from this aggregation with probability Pr . Apodictically, this
aggregation process should result in a fewer number of elements. Therefore, we infer that Pr+1 < Pr and arbitrarily choose
Pr =
 1
ν
r
, where ν is a parameter that gives an indication of the elongation of this distribution. For instance, when ν →∞,
we obtain a uniform distribution. Mathematically:
n(t +∆) =

1− ∆
τ

n(t)+ ∆
τ
∞
r=0
r
 1
ν
r
∞
r=0
 1
ν
r , (2)
which in the limit of short∆, gives us a master equation for the evolution of the system:
∂n(t)
∂t
= −1
τ

n(t)− ν
ν − 1

, (3)
whose general solution for an initial number of elements n0 is:
n(t) = ν
ν − 1 +

n0 − ν
ν − 1

e−t/τ . (4)
Monitoring the remaining number of elements after a long reaction time gives us an idea on how the aggregation happens
for any particular case. For instance, considering n∞ as the number of remaining species, one can find the parameter ν of
the distribution of emerging clusters with:
ν = n∞
n∞ − 1 . (5)
It is clear that if there is only one element left after a long period, all the elements that suffered aggregation during any par-
ticular event collapse into a single new cluster. This is shown in our model by considering the case where a large number of
particles produce a uniform distribution of probabilities for all component sizes. On the other hand, if all initial elements are
left unreacted, the probabilities of emerging r clusters have to be the same, and again we recover the same result. Anything
in between corresponds to a distribution tail of emerging clusters.
The number of remaining elements normalized by the total number of particles (n∞/n0) as a function of temperature
and initial concentration is shown in Fig. 2. For high initial concentrations, it is likely that an aggregation process will result
in a large number of elements. This happens because many elements are already near each leading to many aggregations
in a short interval. This tends to result in a rapid gelation where all kinds of structures are equally likely to be found. This is
a typical behavior of a random network. A similar behavior happens for low temperatures where the system progressively
merges particles into small clusters and clusters into larger clusters, which results in a certain distribution of emerging
structures. This situation is different for high temperatures and low concentrations where the system is unable to settle in
low energy states due to the high thermal energy being provided. In all cases, there is no initial critical concentration for
gelation as previously reported by other authors [14].
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Fig. 3. The order-parameter as a function of the temperature and initial density for a probability of dissociation of 95%.
This is further explored by defining an order parameter as the average number of steps taken by a set of randomwalkers
to reach a previously visited node normalized by the size of the cluster. Therefore, an order parameter equals to one implies
that the cluster is so extremely ramified that thewalkers progressively enter branches and brancheswithin branches so that
they have to walk the entire network to reach back a previously visited node. On the other hand, a small order parameter
implies a behavior of localizationwhere only a few steps take awalker back to a previously visited node. This is also a typical
behavior of random networks.
Fig. 3 shows the order parameter as a function of the temperature and the initial concentration. There are three distinct
regions in the diagrams: one region is characterized by small values of the order parameter that can be found for high initial
densities and low temperatures. The second region is characterized by an extremely low order parameter that can be found
for high temperatures and low initial densities. The third region has a high order parameter and is found at the boundary
between the previous two regions.
A cross-section of the map from Fig. 3 is shown in Fig. 4 revealing a divergence of the order parameter in region R3 as:
p ∝ |T − Tc |−α , (6)
where Tc is the critical temperature and α is the critical exponent near the critical temperature.
We investigate the nature of the network formedby the interconnection of nearest-neighbor sol particles after the system
has reached equilibrium. Two possible network structureswere considered: Erdös–Rényi randomnetworks governed by the
Poisson distribution of connectivities k (Eq. (7), [15]) and scale-free networks governed by the Zipf distribution (Eq. (8), [16]):
fPoisson(k, λ) = λ
ke−λ
k! , (7)
fZipf (k, α) = k
−α
H6(α)
, (8)
where H6 is the 6th generalized Harmonic number. We used H6 because of the maximum connectivity a sol particle can
have in a SC lattice.
Whereas it is simple to find an estimate for λ, this can only be done numerically for α by maximizing its log-likelihood
[17]:
log(L) = −α
6
n=1
log(xn)− 6 · log(H(α)), (9)
which gives:
6
n=1
(⟨log x⟩ − log(n)) n−α = 0, (10)
where ⟨log x⟩ is 16
6
n=1 log(xn).
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Fig. 4. Typical curve for the order parameter as a function of the temperature for a dissociation degree of 95% and initial concentration of 5%. The solid
curve corresponds to a fitting with ξ |T − Tc |−α near the critical point. The inset shows Tc as a function of the initial density.
Both α and λ are computed using one hundred bootstrap samples and then the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test is performed
to find the goodness of fit for both distributions:
Dn = sup |Fn(x)− F(x)| , (11)
where Fn and F are the cumulative distributions of the empirical and test distributions respectively and sup indicates the
supremum of the set.
The difference D = DZipf − DPoisson is stored and shown in Fig. 5. D indicates whether the network is more similar to an
Erdös–Rényi (positive values) or a scale-free network (negative values). The lower right corner of the figure corresponds
to a region where gelation does not occur and there is no network to be analyzed. For low temperatures or high initial
concentrations there is a region characterized by the formation of Erdös–Rényi networks. This is expected as these conditions
either force a rapid gelation not allowing the formation of clusters and sub-clusters or do not promote enough thermal
energy for the solparticles to move and form such structures. Bordering these regions there is a zone where the network
is scale-free. This corresponds to the zone where the order parameter diverges, indicating that the network receives the
contribution of clusters of all sizes, thus producing the scale-free phenomena.
Further insight as why either type of network is formed can be obtained using the Gibbs free energy for the system:
G = G0 + kBT

k
pk log(pk), (12)
where kB is the Boltzmann constant, G0 is the Gibbs free internal energy of the system and pk is the probability of finding a
node with coordination k. For a general equality constraint φ(pk) = φ0, a Lagrange functional can be constructed:
Λ = G0 + kBT

k
pk log(pk)+ µ [φ(pk)− φ0] , (13)
where µ is a Lagrange multiplier. Its minimization gives:
pk ∝ exp

−φ
′(pk)
kBT

. (14)
This distribution reduces to a Poisson or Zipf distribution whether φ(pk) is the weighted arithmetic

kpk or geometric
mean

kpk , respectively. This implies that after an aggregation event, the coordinations increase randomly around a cen-
tral valuewhether the resulting network is Erdös–Rényi or the coordinations increase at a similar rate whether the resulting
network is scale-free. In the latter case, however, it is more difficult to aggregate all elements since the coordinations nec-
essary to aggregate remaining particles may not be available for the gel network. This corroborates with the ideas extracted
from Fig. 2. Nonetheless, this seems to be the expected behavior for this dynamics of gelation. Only when external adver-
sities are imposed such as applying a high initial concentration or applying extreme temperatures we see a randomization
effect. Otherwise, sol particles aggregate to form small clusters and these aggregate to form larger clusters in a self-similar
behavior.
The effects of a reaction limited gelationwere tested by applying a dissociation probability on particles already clustered.
As the tendency of dissociation increases, particles detach from scale-free structures and are free to reaggregate randomly
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Fig. 5. The grayscale corresponds to the difference D = DZipf −DPoisson between the Kolmogorov–Smirnov tests for Zipf and Poisson distributions. Positive
values indicate a better fit for the Poisson distribution and the formation of an Erdös–Rényi network, whether the opposite indicates a better fit for the Zipf
distribution and the formation of a scale-free network.
in any other cluster. Thus, the reaction limited aggregation promotes random network states. This effect is similar to that
attributed to restructuring [18]. In the latter, the aggregating clusters are allowed to rotate so that additional contacting
points are formed, whereas in the former the number of contacts may reduce. As restructuring increases the Hausdorff
dimension of the network, conversely, dissociating particles tend to form less scale-free states.
Also interesting, the reaction limited process disfavors the formation of a critical point. In the limiting case of the absence
of dissociation, the mean time between aggregation events may be large, but eventually all particles merge into a cluster.
Thus, the potential barrier for dissociation becomes infinite and no particle ever returns to a sol state. The effect of increasing
the probability of dissociation works exactly as lowering this barrier and allowing some particles to return to the sol state.
In this case, if the thermal energy is higher than the binding energy, the system is uncapable of gelling. These effects are
shown in Fig. 6. When a particle dissociates it is likely that it will shortly be connected again for high concentrations, since
not much free space exists. This produces the effect of increasing the binding energy as depicted in the inset of Fig. 4.
4. Conclusions
We proposed and analyzed a statistical model for the growth of gels. According to this model there is no initial critical
density for gelation but there is a phase transition characterized by the divergence of an order parameter above a critical
temperature. The nature of the integrated network of particles was investigated and fitted with either Poisson or Zipf dis-
tributions, implying that the resulting network is either random or scale-free depending on the conditions of the growth.
Credited mostly to a preferential attachment scheme, we have shown that scale-free networks can be grown randomly if a
clustering mechanism is present.
Although the dynamics of growth is essentially random, the aggregation of elements into clusters and their aggregation
into larger structures favor the formation of scale-free networks. For instance, large initial densities hinder this process and
random networks are preferentially grown.
The effects of a reaction limited process were studied through the incorporation of a dissociation probability. Low dis-
sociation probabilities tend to form more scale-free networks, whereas increasing this probability detaches particles from
already formed scale-free networks and rearranges them in random sites, thus increasing its Erdös–Rényi characteristic.
Overall, the particles exhibit a binding energy that can be lowered when a dissociation mechanism is present.
Although this work was based on numerical simulations, it could be used to test future analytical expressions for real
aerogel systems. For instance, analytical solutions for the Percus–Yevick approximation and other closures have been ob-
tained for the case of a fluid of sticky hard spheres [11,19,20]. These results could be manipulated to take into account the
main features of the present model.
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Fig. 6. The difference D = DZipf − DPoisson as a function of initial concentration and temperature for dissociation probabilities (a) 5%, (b) 25%, and (c) 95%.
The number of power-law states (D < 0) as a function of the dissociation probability is shown in (d).
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